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Will the mid-market tech companies outpace big tech? Is there a limit to big tech’s unstoppable climb to trillion-dollar v
aluations?

The answer is looking more and more like yes. 

FAMGA—Facebook, Amazon, Microsoft, Google and Apple—have long used M&A as a mechanism to expand into new
markets. By leveraging their existing user base, these tech monopolies can acquire a new platform business and
supercharge that platform’s network with the tech monopoly’s existing audience. Facebook most notably did this with
Instagram and then WhatsApp. Amazon bought Twitch and incorporated it into Prime Video, bringing large amounts of
eyeballs and subscription dollars to Twitch creators. And of course, Google buying YouTube for $1 billion and sunsetting
its own version, called Google Video, was one of the best acquisitions in the past 15 years. This past quarter, YouTube
generated about $7 billion in revenue with much lower content spend as compared to its linear competitors. 

However, due to the political and media environment against tech monopolies abusing their power, it’s becoming much
more difficult for FAMGA to use M&A as a material mechanism for growth. Amazon’s acquisition of MGM is expected to
receive a great deal of scrutiny. Facebook’s relatively tiny $400 million acquisition of Giphy is now running into major
issues. Google originally wanted to buy Twitch, but Amazon’s slightly smaller bid was accepted instead of Google’s
because of less anti-trust concern on behalf of Twitch’s management. FAMGA’s ability to use M&A is coming under fire,
and it’s making an impact on how the big tech monopolies think about growth—and what options, or lack thereof, are
made available to them. 

Enter SEUSS.

These mid-market, high-growth tech companies are all using M&A as a strategic growth lever to turn themselves into the
next modern monopolies. The playbook is repeating itself as the biggest tech players wallow in dealmaking paralysis.
The new gang of five includes three platform businesses—Salesforce, Etsy and Uber—and two up-and-coming platform b
usinesses in Square and Spotify. Another notable mention is Shopify, which will probably follow Salesforce’s lead on
pursuing a material M&A transaction in the near future and is also evolving from a linear to platform business. 
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Even though FAMGA outperformed SEUSS in the past six months, the short-term performance of these stocks is not
indicative of their longer-term potential, which is where the true impact of their M&A activities will be felt. The SEUSS
stocks are a great example of mid-market tech companies using M&A as a mechanism to drastically accelerate growth,
and they will most likely outpace FAMGA’s growth in the coming years. 

Let’s evaluate some recent interesting transactions from SEUSS:

Salesforce acquires Slack.

Salesforce, the customer relationship management (CRM) tool that generates more than $1 billion in revenue from its
development platform business, has typically used M&A in the past to bolt-on additional SaaS offering like Marketo for
marketing tools and Tableau for analytics and visualization tools. Salesforce’s recent Slack acquisition is classic platform
M&A. A communication and collaboration platform with an up-and-coming development platform of its own, Slack
looks like it could be a perfect complement to Salesforce’s enterprise CRM and marketing tool customers. Both are
competing against Microsoft, so the combination also makes sense from a competitive perspective. The enemy of my
enemy is my friend—or in this case, my acquirer. 

Spotify markets a podcasting platform. 

Today, Spotify is predominantly a linear business. Because of concentration in music rights and licensing, Spotify doesn’t
have a network effect like YouTube or Twitch do with content creators. This reliance on heavily concentrated sources of
content makes Spotify vulnerable, and it knows it. Enter podcasting.

Podcasting is a much more fragmented audio market, and one that Spotify sees the opportunity to dominate. Spotify did
small M&A to roll out its tech for podcasting tools and product features, but it has spent the biggest amount of money to
solve the chicken and egg problem through a marquee-user strategy. Much like a mall that needs an anchor tenant to
attract foot traffic, Spotify has spent on acquiring top podcasting shows and brands to attract people to its podcasting
platform. The hope is that these marquee shows will attract enough users that third-party podcast creators will want to
go through Spotify in order to reach a big audience. Eventually, Spotify will likely try to integrate ads into all of these
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shows—similar to what YouTube does with videos—which it hopes will draw creators away from rival podcasting
distribution services provided by Apple and others. 

Microsoft tried a similar strategy to launch its own Twitch competitor, called Mixr. Microsoft lured away major streamers
like Ninja from Twitch with big payouts. However, Twitch’s network effects and market position are strong enough that
Microsoft quickly failed, despite its big spend. 

Unlike Microsoft, Spotify is seeing success so far. It recently passed Apple Music’s podcast audience after only a few
years. For context, Apple’s podcasting business has been around for more than 15 years. The linear business (Spotify)
beating the big platform monopoly (Apple) through a platform strategy is a pretty impressive thing to see. Kudos to the
Spotify team.

Etsy acquires Depop in Europe and Elo7 in Brazil.

Etsy has been on fire these past couple years. COVID-19 catapulted Etsy’s business to almost 3x its size overnight,
leveraging its network of homemade creators to create personal protective equipment and other innovative products. Its
volumes exploded and so has its stock price. Its new CEO has been using the wind in his sail to expand Etsy
internationally and into new business models and to officially become a platform conglomerate.

Depop is one of the top two second-hand clothing marketplaces in Europe. The other top player is Vinted. These
companies allow you to sell your used clothing to other consumers—and, presumably, the same people who are buying
and selling second-hand clothing would also be interested in the handcrafted type of goods normally found on Etsy. Not
only does Etsy get a foothold in Europe with a complementary business model, but now it can also bring Depop’s model
to the United States. ThredUp and Poshmark would be the top two competitors, both public and in the WisdomTree Gro
wth Leaders Fund. These two platforms are not platform conglomerates or nearly the size of Etsy. As we’ve seen with
other platforms that rise to a position of dominance in their core platform model, expanding into an adjacent platform
type can provide wonderful cross-pollination opportunities. Case in point: Uber ridesharing and Uber Eats.

Then, a month after the Depop acquisition, Etsy announces a smaller acquisition of Elo7 in Brazil. This marketplace is
closer to home: Elo7 sells handmade jewelry, clothes, belts, bags and other products. This transaction is more about
expanding into South America as compared to the Depop acquisition, which brings international expansion as well as
business model expansion.
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Uber acquires Drizly and Transplace. 

Uber’s push into alcohol delivery is a nice complement to its existing food delivery business and can also leverage the
same network of drivers. Drizly has a different business model because alcohol laws prevent Drizly from charging a take r
ate, like Uber ridesharing. Instead, Drizly charges a subscription fee to the local alcohol store and is trying to earn more
advertising revenue from manufacturers. This could be part of a broader play for Uber to monetize the data it sits on—
particularly within Uber Eats—with brands and consumer packaged goods. 

The Transplace acquisition is an interesting one. And, as discussed on our show Winner Take All, more of a “check-
down” than a push into a new disruptive business model like Drizly. Transplace has been around for more than 20 years,
was owned by private equity and was profitable. Uber will be able to hide the losses of Uber Freight in the existing
profits of Transplace and can then tell Wall Street that it’s not losing money anymore on its freight and logistics business.
There are synergies with the Transplace acquisition, absolutely, but this transaction doesn’t exactly fit the narrative with
the rest of the SEUSS companies trying to use M&A as a mega-driver of growth—as compared to the 15% CAGR of
Transplace, which is on the low end for this group.

Square acquires Afterpay. 

Afterpay could be the linear hook to close the loop on Square’s original platform idea: connecting consumers with
merchants. Square’s closest thing to a platform business is Square Cash, its payment app/Venmo competitor. Square’s
merchant terminal business is a great product but still linear. Square did point-of-sale financing to merchants but didn’t
create a lending marketplace. Instead, it lent money in a linear model that is still making great profits.

Afterpay and Affirm are both buy now, pay later (BNPL) fintech providers. They give consumers the ability to purchase a
product and pay for that product over a period of time, spread across multiple payments. The manufacturer does a deal
with the BNPL provider to integrate its payment product into the manufacturer’s e-commerce checkout process. This
capability could be the big unlock to change consumer behavior for Square’s customers to use Square as a regular
mechanism to pay merchants—with or without a BNPL feature. Square could start to incorporate BNPL type financing
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into its Square Cash app or roll out additional loyalty programs for merchants and retailers. Remember the payment
company focused on loyalty called LevelUp? A BNPL capability from Afterpay could help Square Cash deliver on a vision
similar to LevelUp’s. LevelUp was ultimately sold to Grubhub in a not-so-great acquisition for LevelUp, but the
opportunity lives on for someone else to capture—perhaps it’s Square’s turn.

In conclusion, FAMGA can still deliver solid growth, but we believe that SEUSS will outperform over the coming years. At
the size and scale of the tech monopolies, it’s very hard to start new businesses from scratch. Facebook is trying to roll
out its metaverse concept, for example, but it also acquired multiple virtual reality companies leading up to this point.
Tech is moving so fast, and these companies are not as nimble as they once were. That’s where M&A, when used
properly, can be a huge growth accelerant. The SEUSS companies may still fumble the ball on these acquisitions and
others in the future—integration is the hardest part of making any M&A transaction truly successful. But assuming they
can do a halfway decent job on integration, the odds should be in their favor to outperform FAMGA in the coming
years. 

Important Risks Re lated to th is Art ic leImportant Risks Re lated to th is Art ic le

WisdomTree licenses data from Applico, a platform consulting business, to identify platform-based businesses. 

There are risks associated with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves special risks, such
as risk of loss from currency fluctuation or political or economic uncertainty; these risks may be enhanced in emerging,
offshore or frontier markets. Technology platform companies have significant exposure to consumers and businesses, and
a failure to attract and retain a substantial number of such users to a company’s products, services, content or technology
could adversely affect operating results. Technological changes could require substantial expenditures by a technology
platform company to modify or adapt its products, services, content or infrastructure. Technology platform companies
typically face intense competition, and the development of new products is a complex and uncertain process.

Concerns regarding a company’s products or services that may compromise the privacy of users, or other cybersecurity
concerns, even if unfounded, could damage a company’s reputation and adversely affect operating results. Many
technology platform companies currently operate under less regulatory scrutiny but there is significant risk that costs
associated with regulatory oversight could increase in the future. The Fund invests in the securities included in, or
representative of, its Index regardless of their investment merit, and the Fund does not attempt to outperform its Index or
take defensive positions in declining markets. The composition of the Index is heavily dependent on quantitative and
qualitative information and data from one or more third parties, and the Index may not perform as intended. Please read
the Fund’s prospectus for specific details regarding the Fund’s risk profile.

For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE, this material is intended
for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly
performance report to accompany this blog.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.

There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, fixed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.

 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or findings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.

 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any financial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its affiliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss profits) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)

 

Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom, Tripp Zimmerman, Michael
Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel,
Ryan Krystopowicz, Jianing Wu, and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund Services, LLC.

 WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.

You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONS

Valuation  : Refers to metrics that relate financial statistics for equities to their price levels to determine if certain
attributes, such as earnings or dividends, are cheap or expensive.

M&A  : aspects of management dealing with the buying, selling, dividing and combining entities that can potentially
help create value down the road.

Revenue  : Income that a company receives from its normal business activities, usually from the sale of goods and
services to customers.

Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)  : Software applications provided over a network connectio.

Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR)  : The mean annual growth rate of an investment over a specified period of
time longer than one year.

Fintech  : Describes new tech that seeks to improve and automate the delivery and use of financial services
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